Abstract-Data is distributed in various sites that need to be mined in a secure manner without revealing anything except the results of mining. This paper converses about privacypreserving horizontal distributed classification techniques where multiple sites collaborate and broadcast the mining results. However in the process, no information about either the data maintained in the sites or data obtained during computation is divulged. We have presented two protocols to construct a Privacy Preserving Naï ve Bayesian classifier using the Pailler's homomorphic encryption techniques. We propose that our approach is more secure and efficient than any of the previous privacy preserving Naï ve Bayesian methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Similar organizations at various locations want to obtain patterns, data by jointly collaborating with each other. The purpose of Privacy-preserving data mining is to mine distributed datasets without revealing information while mining. The data mining techniques performed in a private way can be grouped into 3 categories: Randomization, Group-based anonymization and Distributed Privacy Preserving Data mining that uses cryptographical approaches to mine data [1] . The type of mining that we want to perform involves parties having data with similar features, horizontally distributed and inquisitive to obtain relevant information.

With finance datasets multiple sites need to predict low, medium or high risk in providing loan to an individual, given details regarding the income, family dependents, money invested in stocks, type of occupation and education. In the process of prediction each of the sites involved in modeling do not want to reveal their data that they enclose. Similarly various hospitals want to conclude whether a person has cyst is benign or malignant without revealing the patients details, according to the privacy rules in HIPAA, [2] National  Manuscript received November 1, 2013; revised January 11, 2014. standards to protect the privacy of personal health information. Various hospitals want to jointly predict the course of treatment for a disease is suitable or risky. However these medical centers cannot disclose the patient data nor the treatment plans legally. These data mining tasks can be performed by training the datasets available at multiple sites in cooperation and then grant the decision for the data to be classified. As observed the kind of data collected by the parties are the same and hence the scenario requires building classification models and predicting values on horizontally partitioned dataset.
Early learner classifiers such as decision tree, Naï ve Bayesian, Neural Networks are some of the common methods used for classification. But it has been observed [3] that Naï ve Bayesian approach generates proficient results when the attributes of the dataset are categorical and numeric in nature. While multiple sites collaborate to build a model none of the sites should learn anything except the outcome. Maintaining this concept of privacy in this research we have developed protocols to train the multiple datasets and classify new entries.
Our contributions are as follows. First, we investigated the problem of training datasets using the Naï ve Bayesian classifier mentioned in [3] . We propose two improved secure approaches of Naï ve Bayesian classifier in section II.
A. Related Work
The concept of privacy preserving data mining was proposed by two different papers [1] and [4] . [1] , a solution was presented by adding noise to the source data by Agrawal. [4] proposed a decision tree classifier using cryptographic tools. Early learner classifiers such as decision tree, Naï ve Bayesian, Neural Networks are some of the common methods used for classification using cryptography. [4] and [5] shows how ID3 decision trees on horizontally partitioned data can be constructed. [3] , [6] discusses building of the naï ve Bayesian classifier on horizontal and vertical datasets. Existing approaches use Randomization-based [1] or cryptography-based approaches. As told in [7] , [8] cryptography approaches guarantee on privacy compared to randomization approach.
B. Naï ve Bayesian Classification
Naï ve Bayesian Classifier [9] uses the Bayes Theorem to train the instances in a dataset and classify new instances to the most probable target value. Each instance is identified by its attribute set and a class variable. Given a new instance X with an attribute set, the posterior probability P(Class1/X),P(Class2/X) etc has to be computed for each of the class variable values based on the information available in the training data. If P (Class1/X)>=P (Class2/X)>=……>=P (ClassN/X) for N class values, then the new instance is classified to Class1or Class2…or ClassN accordingly.
This classifier estimates the class-conditional probability by assuming that the attributes are conditionally independent, given the class label y. The conditional independence can be obtained as follows: P(X|Y=y) = ∏ (X i |Y=y), where each attribute set X = {X 1 ,X 2 ,…..,X d } consists of d attributes.
Each of the d attributes can be categorical or numeric in nature. Algorithm 1 indicates the computation of the probability for a categorical attribute and Algorithm 2 indicates the computation of mean, variance and standard deviation required for calculating probability. On obtaining the Probabilities for each of the attributes with respect to each of the classes the class-conditional probabilities can be computed as follows:
For each of the class value I Probability ( test record having z attribute values | classI )= P(Attr1_value|classI) *P(Attr2_value|classI) *…….* P(Attrz_value|classI) The test record belongs to the class has the maximum class-conditional probability.
C. Paillier Encryption
This asymmetric public key cryptography [10] approach of encryption is largely used in privacy preserving data mining methods. The scheme is an additive homomorphic cryptosystem that are used in algorithms where secure computations need to be performed.
Key generation
Obtain two large prime numbers p and q randomly selected big integers and independent of each other such that gcd(pq,(p-1)(q-1)) = 1. Compute n = pq and Select random integer where * n 2 . Check whether n divides the order of as follows 
D. Homomorphic Encryption
Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption which allows specific types of computations to be carried out on ciphertext and obtain an encrypted result which decrypted matches the result of operations performed on the plaintext. For instance, one person could add two encrypted numbers and then another person could decrypt the result, without either of them being able to find the value of the individual numbers.
Encryption techniques such as ElGamal [11] and Paillier [10] have the homomorphic property i.e for messages m1and m2 E(m1+m2 ) = E(m1)+E(m2) without decrypting any of the two encrypted messages.
Also D(E(m1)*E(m2) mod n 2 ) = m1 + m2 mod n. D indicate decryption and E indicates Encryption.
E. Probabilistic Property
ElGamal and Paillier schemes are also probabilistic [12] , which means beside the plain texts, encryption operation needs a random number as input. Under this property there can be many encryptions for each message. Therefore no individual party can decrypt any message by itself.
II. IMPROVED PRIVACY PRESERVING NAÏ VE BAYES
In this section, we focus on securely constructing a Naï ve Bayesian Model on horizontally classified data.
Customer information maintained by different banks, patient information maintained at various hospitals can be seen as an example of horizontally partitioned data. Each of the banks hold information about their customers and different banks have different customers.
A protocol is presented in [3] as to see how a privacypreserving Naï ve Bayesian classifier is constructed, but as mentioned in [3] , security is compromised.
A. Naï ve Bayes Using Homomorphic Encryption
To make our algorithm more secure we need to compute the sum more securely rather than using just a random number as in [3] . In this algorithm we have used homomorphic encryption technique for computing the secure sum. Homomorphic encryption is performed using paillier encryption since this technique is also probabilistic asymmetric algorithm.
1) Handling a categorical attribute
Requirements: k parties, r class values, x attribute values C x yz -represents # of instances with party P x having class y and attribute value z. n x y -represents # of instances with party P x having class y.
p yz -represents the probability of an instance having class y and attribute value z.
for all class value y do for i= 1 to k do for every attribute value z, party P i locally computes C For numeric and categorical attributes the computations involved in calculating the probability is slightly expensive compared to the earlier approach but secure even if two or more parties involved in the computation reveal their values to each other.
The important assumption for performing secure addition requires more than 2 parties and all the parties involved in the computation in the form of a ring. Also, division is performed by Party 1 itself which has both the numerator and the denominator.
B. Naï ve Bayesian Classifier Using Secure Multi-Party
Addition. Another method of performing secure computations is indicated in the following algorithms. In these approaches it is not necessary to place all the parties in a ring. One of the parties (we have assumed the last party), initiates the secure sum and interacts with the other parties as used in [13] .
1) Handling a categorical attribute
Requirements: k parties, r class values, x attribute values C x yz -represents # of instances with party P x having class y and attribute value z. n x y -represents # of instances with party P x having class y. p yz -represents the probability of an instance having class y and attribute value z.
The computation of secure protocols should involve more than 2 parties but need not place the parties in a ring for calculating the sum.
C. Evaluating an Instance
All the attributes including the class label attributes are available with all the parties hence the party that wants to evaluate an instance uses the probabilities and standard deviations obtained using algorithms in A or B locally to classify an instance. The estimated cost for classifying an instance for census data set [14] is shown in Table I .The other parties do not collaborate in the process. Hence no privacy is compromised. [15] where g indicates the categorical attribute probability computation algorithm and f is the secure addition algorithm used in both the protocols.
Also the protocols for numeric attributes securely compute the mean and variances. Here also we apply the composition theorem where g indicates the numeric attribute probability computation algorithm and f is the secure addition algorithm used in both the protocols.
E. Implementation
The algorithms are implemented in Java in Eclipse IDE. The testing data sets are from the Irvine dataset repository [14] . We choose the census data set where we use 14 categorical and 7 numeric attributes for building a model on the salary class attribute. We have performed experiments based on the varied size of the datasets maintained at other parties.
1) Experimental results
We have performed our experiments on the nonprivacy naï ve Bayesian classification version the privacy versions that we have implemented. Accuracy loss [7] is calculated as T 1 -T 2 . Where T 1 is the test error rate for non-privacy version and T 2 is the test error rate for privacy. Test Error Rate = (Number of test samples misclassified)/(Total number of samples).
For the census dataset with the salary attribute as class label attribute our results is mentioned in Table II. Because of the cryptographical operations we noticed a slight decrease in accuracy. Since the accuracy loss is within limits, our approaches are quite effective in learning real world datasets. Also cryptographic algorithms are essential whenever there are privacy issues.
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present two versions of the privately generating a naï ve Bayesian classifier with more than two parties. We assume that the data is horizontally partitioned at the sites. Secure computations were performed on the data without disclosing any intermediate results. The experimental results performed on real world data show that the accuracy losses are within limits.
In our future work we would further explore ways of privacy preservation in classifiers.
